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Weekly Data Center Key Economic Releases

Level Returns (%) On the Run Levels (bps) The week in review The week ahead

8-Mar-19 1w 3m YTD 1y 8-Mar-19 1-Mar-19 8-Dec-18 31-Dec-18 8-Mar-18

S&P500 2,743 (2.2%) 4.2% 9.4% 0.1% iTraxx Mains 65 63 86 87 52 ### Mon, 04-Mar ## Mon, 11-Mar

DJIA30 25,450 (2.2%) 4.4% 9.1% 2.2% iTraxx Fin Snr 77 76 109 109 52

EuroSTOXX 3,284 (0.9%) 7.4% 9.4% (3.8%) iTraxx X-Over 290 280 344 353 260

DAX 11,458 (1.2%) 6.2% 8.5% (7.3%) CDX IG 64 59 83 88 56

FTSE 7,104 (0.0%) 4.8% 5.6% (1.4%) CDX HY 364 343 350 449 320 ### Tue, 05-Mar ## Tue, 12-Mar

Level Returns (%) w.r.t. USD

8-Mar-19 1w 3m YTD 1y 8-Mar-19 1-Mar-19 8-Dec-18 31-Dec-18 8-Mar-18

Crude (Brent) 65.2 1.4% 8.1% 22.6% 2.5% EUR 1.12 1.14 1.14 1.15 1.23 ### Wed, 06-Mar ## Wed, 13-Mar

Crude (WTI) 56.1 0.5% 6.6% 23.5% (6.7%) GBP 1.30 1.32 1.27 1.28 1.38

Gold 1,298 0.4% 3.9% 1.2% (1.8%) AUD 0.70 0.71 0.72 0.70 0.78

Silver 15.3 0.9% 4.9% (1.0%) (7.0%) YEN 111.17 111.89 112.69 109.69 106.23

### Thu, 07-Mar ## Thu, 14-Mar

Level Returns (%) Rates In percentage US Initial Jobless Claims (Actuals:223k ;Cons.: 225k) US Initial Jobless Claims (Cons.: 225k; Prior: 223k)

8-Mar-19 1w 3m YTD 1y 8-Mar-19 1-Mar-19 8-Dec-18 31-Dec-18 8-Mar-18 ECB Main Refinancing Rate  (Actuals:0.00% ;Cons.: 0.00%)

Brazil 95,365 0.8% 8.2% 8.5% 12.2% 2-yr US Treasury 2.46 2.55 2.71 2.49 2.25

Russia 1,522 (4.3%) 5.1% 12.9% (3.2%) 10-yr US Treasury 2.63 2.75 2.85 2.68 2.86 ### Fri, 08-Mar ## Fri, 15-Mar

India 11,035 1.6% 3.2% 1.6% 7.7% 30-yr US Treasury 3.01 3.12 3.14 3.01 3.12 US Change in Non-Farm Payrolls (Actuals:20k ;Cons.: 185k) Eurozone CPI (Cons.: 1.5%; Prior: 1.4%)

China 2,970 (0.8%) 14.0% 19.1% (9.7%) 10-yr German Bund 0.07 0.18 0.25 0.24 0.63

South Africa 55,489 (1.3%) 8.7% 5.2% (5.8%) 10-yr UK Gilt 1.19 1.30 1.27 1.28 1.47

Market Commentary Economic Commentary

With the Fed firmly on ‘pause’, all eyes are on incoming data for clues to its next move. Nonfarm payrolls came in well below expectations,

as employers added just 20K new jobs in February after adding 311K in January. Through the volatility, the three-month average gain of

186K is still rather strong, but marks moderation, consistent with an upward tick in jobless claims and more moderate survey evidence from

purchasing managers. The unemployment rate fell to 3.8% from 4.0%. An increasingly tight labour market is finally feeding through to

higher wage growth, as average hourly earnings rose 0.4%, pushing the year-over-year increase to 3.4%, the highest pace of this cycle. Yet,

with the expansion pulling more into the labour force—prime age participation is up 0.4 percentage points this year—the extent of

tightness, and, by extension, inflationary pressure, is perhaps overstate. Purchasing managers’ surveys point to a growing divergence

between the manufacturing and service sectors. The ISM non-manufacturing index rebounded three points this week to 59.7, and the

underlying cycle highs for business activity (64.7) and new orders (65.2) point to considerable momentum.

The precarious economic outlook in the Eurozone took centre stage this week, capped by a high-profile meeting of the ECB. Economic

growth in the Eurozone has clearly been slowing over the past few quarters, sparking the more dovish stance from ECB policymakers.

Despite this slowdown, the most recent economic data have been a bit more encouraging. Eurozone retail sales bounced back from an

unusually weak December with a strong 1.3% month-over-month gain in January. On a year-over-year basis, real retail sales were up 2.2%,

up from 0.3% in December. The final Eurozone PMI readings for February also revealed some potential signs of stabilization. The Eurozone

composite PMI reached a low of 51.0 in January but then bounced back to 51.9 in February. While this is only a modest gain and just one

data point, when paired with the retail sales data it is encouraging to see the downward momentum at least temporarily halted. One

worrisome piece of data, however, was the manufacturing PMI, which fell below 50 for the first time since 2013.The ECB followed moves by

central banks in the U.S. and the UK in reaction to the global slowdown.

Continued flare-ups in U.S.-China trade relations will likely test financial markets throughout 2019—regardless of whether a delay in trade

talks or a short-term deal is announced by April.

Equities Credit

Commodity Forex

EM Equities

U.S. stocks modestly added to only the second weekly decline of 2019, courtesy of resurfacing global growth uneasiness. The smaller-cap indexes, which are

typically more volatile, fared worst, while the technology-heavy Nasdaq Composite Index stood out for recording its first weekly drop since late December.

Within the S&P 500, the typically defensive and interest rate-sensitive real estate and utilities sectors fared best as longer-term bond yields decreased to their

lowest levels since the start of the year. Energy stocks were among the worst performers as oil prices fell, and industrials shares suffered from deepening

concerns over a global slowdown. Health care shares also performed poorly, weighed down in part by a decline in pharmaceutical giant Pfizer. Transportation

stocks, often considered a barometer of global economic activity, were also notably weak. In moderate volume, 0.816 bn shares were traded on the NYSE and

2.2 bn shares changed hands on the Nasdaq. Investors' appetite for risk-taking took a breather in the latest week, as U.S.-based equity funds posted $6.97

billion of cash withdrawals. Investors moved money into higher-quality asset classes. U.S.-based money market funds attracted roughly $28 billion. The pan-

European STOXX Europe 600 Index fell after the ECB surprised markets by taking a more dovish tone than anticipated in announcing that it would keep

interest rates unchanged at least through the end of 2019.

In fixed income markets, treasuries were higher, with the yields on the 2-year and 10-year notes dipping 1 basis point (bp) to 2.47% and 2.63%, respectively,

while the 30-year bond rate declined 2 bps to 3.01%. Robust new investment-grade corporate bond issuance caused credit spread to widen across most

sectors. Trading volumes in the high yield bond market were somewhat subdued against a backdrop of modest new issuance and a few negative headlines.

Equity weakness also weighed on the performance of the asset class. After several consecutive weeks of positive flows, high yield funds reported net

redemptions. On softer side, Brexit doldrums seemed to linger and the British pound fell late in the session as a positive outcome to next week's vote on the

divorce agreement by U.K. Parliament remains in doubt ahead of a month-end departure deadline. The euro was higher versus the U.S. dollar. The Dollar

Index—a comparison of the U.S. dollar to six major world currencies—declined 0.3% to 97.36.In commodity markets, oil prices on both sides of the Atlantic

dropped over 2% this morning on a worsening global economic outlook after the European Central Bank (ECB) warned of continued weakness and fresh data

showed Chinese imports and exports slumped last month while surging U.S. oil supply also unsettled markets. 

Analyst believe that trade tensions and geopolitical concerns have been having on growth in the Eurozone and around the globe. Hopes that a U.S.-China trade

deal would soon be announced seemed to fade during the week, further weighing on markets.
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